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TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

1.0 Description
16 oz. Looped End Mop Heads, Cotton Blend Loop Green
Medium. Not recommended for laundering

2.0 Intended Use
These mops are durable and well suited for most general
purpose applications. Tail band provides wide surface
coverage without gaps or tangles.

3.0 Construction
Green cotton/ synthetic blend yarn / Green wide band
mesh. Made of premium quality cotton/synthetic blend
yarn for high absorbency and longer wear, wide band is
4-1/2“ mesh.

4.0 Packaging and Marking
Packaging:
Each mop is individually packaged in a clear poly bag, 12
mops per box
Marking: Use ACS Number: M8710
Sewn-in label for easy identification and re-order
Each box with 1 adhesive label with ACS print.
Labeling is to clearly identify product, size, and quantity.
ACS brand or private label is available for this product.

5.0 Directions for Use
- Chose a Mop.
Choose a mop based on your floor type.
This mop is recommended for ceramics, wood & marble
floors. Not to use in rough floors.
- Prepare the Floor.
In order to prevent your floor from becoming a sticky,
muddy mess, sweep or vacuum the floor thoroughly
before ever touching the mop to the floor.
- Fill Bucket or Sink.
Whichever you choose, make sure you use water and a
mopping solution appropriate for your floor type. Check
the directions to be sure.
- Dip and Wring Out.
Dip your mop in the bucket and wring it out with a
wringer or by hand. Too much water dripping from the
mop can damage a floor or leave the floor with an
Extended drying time.
- Mop.
Mop from the top of the room to the bottom, so that
you are always standing on unmopped floor. This will
prevent tracking. When you encounter tough or sticky

Property Value

Weight 16 oz (+0 / -15%)

Mesh Width 4-1/2” (+/- ⅛”)

Length of cut 35-7/16” (+/- ⅛”)

Head Width 5½” (+/- ½”)

7.0 Quick Facts
- Special floor types may need modified cleaning care.
Know what type of floor you have, and follow the
manufacturer’s directions; choose cleansers that are safe
for your floor type.
- The loop-end mop performs more efficiently by
resisting tangles without lining and fraying. These mops
stand up to heavy use. Sewn in tail-band provides wide
surface coverage without gaps.

8.0  Environmental commitment 

- ACS is certified in ISO 9001:2015

- Plant is operating under PROFEPA  environmental  
regulations.

Note: Due to the properties of the material  and variable conditions of use, there may be variations in the specifications. Please contact ACS with any questions about the product.
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sticky spots, rub quickly and press down with your mop
onto the floor to scrub at the spot.
-Rinse and Wring.
Rinse the mop frequently in another side of the sink, or a
different bucket. Dip in the mop bucket, wring and begin
mopping again. When the mopping water becomes dirty,
it needs to be changed. Otherwise you'll just be painting
dirty water back onto your floor, and making your own
work more difficult.
-Put Away Supplies.
When you've mopped every section, thoroughly rinse
your mop and mop bucket and allow drying completely.
Let your floor dry completely before walking on it.

6.0 Properties
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